The issue on why some teachers are leaving their chosen field today is merely because of the Child Protection Policy being imposed in all schools. Related topics regarding this are policies on Discrimination against children, Violence, Bullying, Cyber bullying and Corporal Punishments to name a few. Most of the teachers agreed that the hardest part of their task today is in terms of pupil-discipline. Pupils were untouchable due to the No Verbal and No Physical Contacts/Abuse. Teachers find it so hard to impose proper discipline to this rule.

On the other side, the Department of Education in collaboration with its partners and stakeholders wants to ensure that all schools are providing quality education and the best interest of the child shall be their priority. On this note, DepEd. is encouraging all teachers and School personnel to practice Positive and Non-Violent discipline among school children. Every educator should impose holistic, constructive and proactive approach to teaching that helps children develop appropriate thinking and behaviour.

Imposing positive discipline among school children will lead them to develop their self-confidence and will help them to have the right perspective in life. Thus, all schools be it public or private are commanded to protect school children from engaging to bad peers/company to prevent them from acquiring habits detrimental to their health, studies and morals.